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	This book introduces the origins of important teachings that form the basis of medicine and related healing professions. Reinforcing the humanistic side of patient care, this book replicates the tips, anecdotes and aphorisms often related by mentors and educators to medical students, residents, and young physicians. This book provides numerous examples of best practices in the art of medicine, profiles of great healers throughout history and around the world, and stories sure to inspire any practicing healer, whether they are new to the calling or a seasoned veteran.
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The convergence of computing and communication has produced a society that feeds
	on information. Yet most of the information is in its raw form: data. If data is characterized
	as recorded facts, then information is the set of patterns, or expectations,
	that underlie the data. There is a huge amount of information locked up in...
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Microsoft Outlook Version 2002 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2001
 Ten years ago the average computer user spent most of his or her time using a productivity application such as Microsoft Word or Microsoft Excel. In the ensuing decade, users have become more sophisticated, network implementations have become the rule rather than the exception, and collaboration has become a key facet of a successful business...
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Introductory BiostatisticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The nuts-and-bolts of biostatistics–without the anxiety
To students in public health, dentistry, nursing, and other health disciplines, the introductory course in biostatistics conjures up dread images of mind-numbing formulas and dry-as-bones texts. This text, adapted from and expanding on his bestselling Health and Numbers (Wiley), will...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 AJAX (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Are you ready to build more responsive web applications with richer UI elements? This detailed guide to the Microsoft AJAX Library shows you how to bring together ASP.NET 2.0 with an object-oriented approach to JavaScript development using this new framework from Microsoft. You'll gain an in-depth understanding of the ASP.NET AJAX architecture,...
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Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery via Logic-Based Methods: Theory, Algorithms, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	There are many approaches to data mining and knowledge discovery (DM&KD), including neural networks, closest neighbor methods, and various statistical methods. This monograph, however, focuses on the development and use of a novel approach, based on mathematical logic, that the author and his research associates have worked on over the...
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C by Dissection: The Essentials of C ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995

	This significantly revised edition has been carefully designed to meet the needs of readers new to C. The reader moves easily through the fundamentals of C and on to its latest applications by means of a time-tested explanatory tool called dissection, first developed by the authors in 1984. Dissection, a pedagogical method similar to a...
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